Introduction.
In [l] it is shown that the algebraic extension B = A [x]/(a(x)), where A is a commutative Banach algebra (with unit) and aix)EA [x] is a monic polynomial, can be normed so that it is a Banach algebra and the canonical mapping of A into B is an isometry as well as an isomorphism.
It can be shown that if A is semi-simple, then B is semi-simple if and only if the discriminant d of a(x) is not a zero divisor in A (cf.
[l] and [2] ).
In the present note, we consider only algebras A of continuous functions which are complete in the sup norm, and study the relationship of the sup norm completeness (hereafter, just "completeness") of the Gelfand representation B * of B to certain properties of the polynomial aix). Our main theorem may be regarded as the topological analog of the above result about the semi-simplicity of B. It states that if B is semi-simple, (i.e., d is not a zero divisor in A), then B is sup norm complete if and only if d is not a topological zero divisor in A. In §3, we introduce the concept of singular point of a monic polynomial and show that if a(x) has no singular points, then B is complete. An example (1) shows that B may be complete even if B is not semi-simple (d is a zero divisor in A) and a(x) has singular points. Special attention is paid to the case where A = C(£2), £2 a compact Hausdorff space.
2. The main theorem. Before going on to the theorem, we make the following comments. The sup norm of a function/ is to be denoted by l/lLet Í2 be a compact Hausdorff space and let AQCiü) be a closed subalgebra which separates the points of Q and contains the constant functions on fl. We assume that the carrier space [5] of A is £2, that is, each multiplicative linear functional on A to C (the complex numbers) is given by/->/(w), wGQ and/G^4. In the case where 5 is semi-simple, we may consider the norm || ■ on B as a norm on B so we will write ||/|| = Z"=o I a>| > where the a{ are the unique elements of A such that/(co, X) = Z"-cî â,-(w)X*, (co, X) G Bo-Thus, under || .||, B is a complete Banach algebra.
Let t denote the continuous mapping of fi0 onto fi defined by t(co, X) =co, (co, X)GBo-In In [5] , it is shown that there is a function a£ in A such that | ac| = 1 and |ae(co)| <e/|y| for wG Vt. Thus, for all (co, X) in £20, we have that |ae(co)y(w, X)| <e; hence, |a6y|<€.
But ||aty|| è |ae| = 1, so that li£A|a(;y| <eA, which is a contradiction. This completes the proof of the theorem. is not semi-simple since the discriminant ( = 4/o) is a zero divisor in A.
Before we state the next result, let us define singular point of a polynomial over A. A point coGB is said to be a singular point of a(x) if there exists a point (co, X) Gßo such that t is not a local homeomorphism at (co, X). Now, each of the following statements is equivalent to the statement that t is not a local homeomorphism at (co, X) : (i) every neighborhood in ti0 of (co, X) contains points (co', X') and (co', X") such that X'?^X" (since t is an open mapping) ; or,
(ii) every neighborhood V in O0 of (co, X) contains a point (co', X') such that the multiplicity of X' as a root of X"-o oti(u')xi = 0 is less than the multiplicity of Xas a root of X"-o <*,-(«)«* = 0 (see [3, Lemma
1.2]).
Under the assumption that a(x) has no singular points, a(x) admits a factorization over A. 
Proof.
It suffices to show that each g.-B*' is complete. But one easily shows that the algebra e¿B is isomorphic and isometric (sup norm) to the Gel'fand representation of Bi=(e^4)[*]/(j3,-(x)). Since ßiix) has an invertible discriminant in e{A, it follows from Theorem 1 that Bt is sup norm complete. This proves the theorem. f' In the case where B is semi-simple, Theorem 1 then asserts that B* is complete if and only if no point of the Silov boundary is a singular point of aix). Without the assumption thatB is semi-simple, this statement is false. First note that in Example 1, B is complete, B is not semi-simple and the point 0 in AiWA2 is the only singular point of aix) and it is in the Silov boundary of A. To show the converse is false, we consider the case where aix)-x2-/o, /oG^4, and /o not a zero divisor in A. In this case, this means that the null set of For /o we take the function which is identically zero on A and equal to f2 for (fi, f2)GAXA. Then the null set of /0 is open relative to dA but/o is not a zero divisor in A, so that B is semi-simple and B is not complete.
In the case where A = C(ß), we can give a necessary and sufficient condition that A* be the algebra C(ü0). In fact, we prove a more general result. Proof. Suppose that A"|A = C(A). We will show that t|A is a local homeomorphism by showing that if it is not, then B | A ?¿ C(K). If (w, X) G A is a point at which r is not a local homeomorphism, then we can find points (con, X"), (w", pn), w>0, in A such that X"^jit" and X", pn-»X as w->oo. Let J denote this set of points. Then / possesses at least one cluster point in A. If (w', X') is a cluster point of J, then X'=X. We now define functions ßi and ß2 on t(J) as follows: ßi(co') --(X»+M»), &(">') =XnM*. if »'=«», and ft(«') = -2X, B»(a') =A2i_if (w', X) is a cluster point of /. Clearly, the ßi are continuous on r(J). By Theorem 1 (applied to the polynomial ß(x) =x2+ßix+ß2 and the algebra C(t(J)) we have that B*\j fails to be complete so that B* IA cannot be complete since /ÇA. Now suppose that r| A is a local homeomorphism. For each (co, X) GA, there exists a compact neighborhood V of (co, X) such that t\ V is a homeomorphism.
Thus, A^| V=C(V). Since S* is a separating subalgebra of C(flo), B" \ K is a separating subalgebra of C(A). Hence, if x and y are distinct points of A, there exists/ in B" such that f(x) = 1 and f(y) =0. Thus, there exists a compact neighborhood F in A of x such that |/(z)| > § for zEV, and A*| V-C(V); hence, there
